Introducing the Imagination Island.
The little cousin of the IDEA Island, but with a twist. CEF has partnered
with Armorcore, a bullet resistant panel manufacturer, to offer optional
modesty panels that will aid in protecting against an active shooter.
These modesty panels are offered in all of our laminate choices and
are undetectable as bullet resistant material. CEF is committed to
helping people work, learn, and meet safely. In fact, so committed
that we are offering this option AT COST.

Offered in Three Heights:
26"/34"/42"
Two Lengths:
50" & 74"
Partners with the
Chameleon
classroom system

Ask for details!

Optional Magnetic Mounted Stools!

30W x 74L
30W x 50L
Shown without modesty panels
**Imagination Island**

*A Safe Harbor While You Work*

---

**Modesty Panel Choices:**
- Standard High Pressure Laminate or
- High Pressure Laminate Modesty Panel
- Solid Surface Nonporous Top

**Top Surface Choices:**
- Butcher Block or Upgrade to Nonporous Solid Surface

**Table Options:**
- Bullet Resistant Modesty Panel
- Three Fixed Heights: 26”/34”/42” x 30W
- Two Lengths: 50” or 74”
- Heavy duty 4” casters
- Solid maple butcher block work surface-1.5” thickness-UV coated
- Electrical Ready-Pop out electrical template on right and left legs
- Cable Management for electrical

**Seating Package for Two or Three People**
(includes 2 or 3 magnet mounts & 2 or 3 metal stools)

---

**Details**

*Standard:*
- ADA Compliant -34” Height Table
- Three Fixed Heights: 26”/34”/42” x 30W
- Two Lengths: 50” or 74”
- Heavy duty 4” casters
- Solid maple butcher block work surface-1.5” thickness-UV coated
- Electrical Ready-Pop out electrical template on right and left legs
- Cable Management for electrical

*Options:*
- Bullet Resistant Modesty Panel
- Chemtop 2-Chemical Resistant Top by Formica
- High Pressure Laminate Modesty Panel
- Solid Surface Nonporous Top
- U6 Electrical Station-4 per table available (2AC/2USB each)
- Backpack hooks-Set of 2

---

Contact PowerUpEDU to learn more.
888.517.3824, ext. 1 or sales@powerupedu.com
www.PowerUpEDU.com